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* * * * * * * 

 
Art, Health and Me 
 
What is healing?   
Since my studies in a.pass (2009) I have been practicing art to confront myself – my 
behavior, identity, and ego.  Year after year the confrontation gets harder as it goes 
deeper.  With the onset of health concerns, I used illness in the same way.  What can 
illness reveal about myself?  Art and illness are inseparable. Their role in my life is not a 
choice.  The methods to deal with them are the same.  They are triggers for self-
reflection, maps for healing and bridges to the universal human condition. 
 
Despite this, I tried to separate my illness from my art.  Is it for my illness or my art that I 
consult a witch?  Or organize an Ayurvedic panchakarma?  Or buy tarot cards?  Is this 
valid research?  My rational side questioned the use of the non-scientific, alternative and 
esoteric sources and methods. Yet we see what we need to see from the readings. The 
readings and embodied knowledge that surfaced from these practices mirrored all that I 
was evading.  It was not for nothing that I was drawn towards Eastern traditions.  I have 
been escaping my Asian origin for much of my life. 
 
The universe has sneaky ways to set one back on track in Life.  Little did I realize that 
the pursuit of a crying practice was precisely the quest into intuition and identity.  There 
was a deeper hidden purpose to developing a crying practice, beyond accumulating 
artistic data and developing artistic outputs. 
 
What is crying? 
I have an illness of the lungs.  Chinese medicine associated the lungs with the emotion 
grief.  The lungs are located in the throat chakra which touches upon self-love.  In 
horoscopes the organ of my sign, Gemini, is the lung.  Logically developing a crying 
practice would be a way to access my art, myself and my unknown grief. 
 
Unknowingly instincts steered me into a head-on collision with the deeper essence of 
crying – the search for connecting individual with one’s community, the surroundings 
and universe – a story of belonging and of rites of passage. This would not be through 
analysis, but rather through connecting, channeling and transmitting voice and vibration 
throughout the body and into my community.  Crying became a shared act. 

A colleague’s sister-in-law will soon die from a terminal illness.  The moment has come.  It is only 
a matter of a few weeks.  I have been in contact with the dying sister-in-law for the last two years 
exchanging views on illness, food and way of life.  When my colleague informed me of her acute 
health change and impending death, I found that with the knowledge I embodied over this past 
year I was able to inspire my colleague to embrace this woman’s imminent death.  In this same 
week, through vocality I found I could inspire others of their story. (Berthe Schröder-Mertens, 25 
July 1955 – 24 January 2018) 
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This is the beginning of a greater potential to channel other’s grief and joy into the world 
and to transmit and inspire this knowledge.  I slowly sense my calling. 
 
What began as an artistic research became a trajectory into self-healing.  Caring for 
oneself, if it is truly caring, reciprocates into the world.  It gives oneself energy to care 
for others.   
 
 
Mentorship and Community 
 
Throughout the year I met with various people concerning art and healing, voice and 
inner expression, and grief and loss.  Among them I was fortunate to meet Rasa 
Alksnyte of FoAM1 who I asked to be my research mentor.  With her transdisciplinary 
expertise between art, science, nature and life, she intuitively oscillated between my 
rational and instinctual sides.  She skillfully posed key questions at appropriate 
moments of my process.   
 
 
I owe an enormous gratitude for the profound influence of the Oracle body-voice 
practice.  Two years ago Caroline Daish, Justine Maxelon and I began exploring with 
the body and voice which we came to call Oracle.  Oracle provided community, care, 
tools and inspriation for exploring voice and expression.  A perfect terrain to explore 
crying vocalities and to find place for crying in community.   
 
There came a natural overlap between the crying practice and Oracle in tools and 
motivations.  With the excuse to better frame my research I tried to distinguish between 
the two.  I felt the need to frame the research so as to protect others from the sadness, 
sorrow and grief that I would explore.  However more accurately I was holding on to my 
own sadness, sorrow and grief – unable to let it go. 
 
The Oracle practice and my 2 colleagues (and dear friends) nourished me profoundly. 
Through crisis and care they have brought me in contact with Rasa, Natacha, activating 
my home, confronting the rational and caressing the intuitive. They deserve a huge 
recognition for my development.   
 
 
To support the embodied and inward development, I sought external sources for 
continual nourishment.  I followed vocal workshops working in non-conventional 
understandings of voice.  Most remarkable were those of Natacha Muslera2 and Jean-
Rene Toussaint3.  Natacha’s vocal work embodies explicit and implicit knowledge of 
diverse non-occidental vocalities – Korean Pansori, Inuit breath, throat singing, droning 
and polyphonic explorations.  Jean-Rene Toussaint’s Stemwerk approaches voice as a 
diagnostic tool for personal development – for communication, for emotional and 
psychological development.  Stemwerk opened a door into the emotional aspects of 
voice – that fearful terrain around which I wandered but had trouble entering. 
                                                        
1 FoAM is a transdisciplinary laboratory at the interstices of art, science, nature and everyday life. https://fo.am  
2 http://natachamuslera.org  
3 http://www.stemwerk.net/stemwerk.net/Welkom.html  
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Embodied Development 
 
I began the year with joining Chez Georges4, a collective of performing and plastic 
artists co-renting a studio-atelier.  This commitment helped me to pursue regularity for 
practice.  I had no excuse to not face the “blank page”.    
 
Crying Back Then 

First comes a tightness in the chest, tension in the throat, numbness of the mind, holding the 
body, not wanting to speak or interact with others, not feeling safe, skeptical or distrust of others, 
pain in the neck-shoulder-upper back... 
 
Crying comes out cathartic, can’t stop, anger, shame, embarrassment, dark thoughts, spiraling 
downward, lasting for a long time, sobs coming and going in continuous waves… 
 
Afterwards there is a sense of release, embarrassment, exhaustion, fatigue, breathing feels 
easier, space in the chest cavity… 

 
Crying now 

Crying comes spontaneously.  First the feeling comes from the chest, heart, or gut.  It flows up to 
the head flowing out in tears through the eyes and vocally as a moan, groan, wail.  The cry 
moves through the whole torso.  The lungs feel worked, stretched, exercised actually.  The body 
releases.  And then it is finished.   
 
Sometimes it comes as a small weep.  Sometimes it is a cathartic wail. Sometimes it is grievous, 
angry, or joyous.  Sometimes it becomes joyous.  When it is done, it feels good.  Relief.  My head 
is clear.  The chest cavity is spacious.  The organs float suspended in the viscous fluids of the 
body.  The pelvis is slightly tipped forward.  The lower back is free of pain or tension.  The gut is 
released.  These days I am more aware of vibrations in various areas of my gut, intestines. 
 
At moments when I feel brainy, I try to induce crying if it doesn’t come freely.  I take a moment to 
feel.  I might work with nasal sounds, screeching vocalities or headvoice.  I move their vibrations 
around the torso.  I might focus my awareness on my gut, trying to listen to the natural vibrations 
happening there.  Feelings loosen their grip off of my insides. Shiatsu energetic spiral work 
seems to do the same.  Once I am reconnected with feeling, crying comes naturally.  

 
Vocal practice 
From a vocal viewpoint, crying falls outside of the occidental music framework of 
solfège and composition.  As I have no background in voice training, I thought why not 
begin with “ugly” vocal sounds?  This was my access into crying without having to 
immediately dive into the fearful emotional and psychological aspects of it.  I would 
touch those fearful zones later in the year in unexpected, cathartic, and therapeutic 
ways resulting in poetic outcomes. 
 
I was drawn to the “ugliness” of Korean Pansori, Inuit throat singing, Irish Keening, cries 
of the Irish banshee, Tibetan monk healing sounds, American Indian chanting.  While 
searching for practitioners in these traditions, I naively tried copying these sounds on 
my own. Each session would end with a 5-minute vocal recording and summarized in 

                                                        
4 Chez	Georges	is	a	workspace	in	Anderlecht	that	is	shared	by	(max.)	10	artists	across	all	disciplines.	Although	we	operate	more	as	a	
co-working	space	than	a	collective,	the	group	strives	to	have	open	communication	and	a	respectful,	clean	and	functional	
environment	for	people	in	the	fields	of	dance,	music,	performance,	theatre,	visual	arts,	arts	admin,	IT,	film,	video,	etc. 
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writing with the left hand, my non-dominant hand. The following session would begin 
with listening to the previous session’s recording while drawing blind with the left-hand. 
 
Left hand writings 
I am right handed.  Right-handedness is associated with the left brain – the rational 
brain5.  Among my peers and colleagues I am generally known as the rational, practical, 
analytical person.  My therapist has even mentioned more than once that my analytical 
skills are highly developed.  This side of myself has actually come to hinder me in the 
last few years. In an attempt to access more of the creative, sensitive, intuitive side, I 
began writing about my vocal practices with my left hand. 
 
Literature study 
I was drawn to books that meandered towards wandering, lost-ness, rites of passage 
for becoming, rituals for belonging, death, and acceptance.  Their contents weaved 
themselves aimlessly into the studio sessions.  Depositing the magic of their contents at 
crucial moments to guide the breath, the vocal qualities, to channel the knowledge of 
the body into the voice. 
 
 
Outlook for 2018 
 
2018 has already begun with a ritualistic approach to practicing voice and crying.  � 
Julien Bruneau invited me to participate in the Candomblé which I hope to continue, an 
Afro-American religious tradition characterized by music, dance and possession.  � For 
the upcoming year I would like to transmit my research to others trying various forms – 
workshop, ritual, meditation. I look forward to sharing my work with Oracle, the 
conservatory where I work, a.pass, and the guests of Topaz palliative care center. � In a 
few weeks I will undergo an Ayurvedic treatment addressing physical, mental, spiritual 
healing.  � I will continue seeing Rasa for mentorship.  � I hope to finally to meet a 
professional crier, and if possible one from the Taiwanese, Indian, or Sufi tradition.  � In 
the meantime, I will likely follow the 2-year Stemwerk training by Jean-René Toussaint. 
 
Oracle looks forward to a phenomenal year.  It will wander through Nadine’s Wandering 
Arts Biennale by intervening in public spaces, into pages of an artzine, amongst 
contents of symposiums. It will seep into various people’s homes and on a boat.  It will 
reshape the boundaries of its community with children, guests of Topaz, and maybe the 
psychiatric and autistic communities.  
 
The Crying Practice will gently season in the Oracle’s shadows.  It will probably seep 
into the body of the Oracle.  There is no sense in trying to separate it, to hold it, to 
protect it, to isolate it.  From what?  Just as the vocalities of the Oracle practitioners 
merge, melt, vibrate into the viscerals of each other, so will Crying entice others to 
crying for grief, loss, and joy. 
 

* * * * * * *  

                                                        
5	The	functions	of	brain	hemispheres	differ	with	the	idea	that	the	left	side	is	“logical	and	analytical”	and	the	right	is	“intuitive	and	
creative”.		
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Chronology of 2017  
 
Activities related to the development of the crying practice.  This is not an exhaustive list.  I have tried to 
included moments, meetings and performances that have particularly inspired and contributed to the 
research. 
 
January 
• Meet: Carine Meulders, wpZimmer 
• Oracle Lab in the frame of Common Ground, Koninklijk Conservatorium 
February 
• Studio rental at Chez Georges begins - ongoing 
• Meet:  Barbara Raes, Beyond the Spoken – werkplaats voor niet-erkend verlies.  This meeting 

sparked a series of connections:  Rasa Alksnyte, FoAM, who I would later ask to be my research 
mentor; Oracle’s participation in Europalia’s Ancestors exhibition; Oracle’s meeting with various voice 
and voice-related practitioners. 

• Attend performance: It begins at the tip of your pencil by visual artist Emi Kodama – One of the 
performances of the In/Finity program. I was drawn to this framework bridging artistic research with 
guests of the Topaz palliative care center.  From there I met the organizers Julie Rodeyns and Magrit 
Duchateau. 

• Meet:  Taking advantage of a family trip to Chicago, I meet with Roelle Schmidt, programmer of 
dance venue Links Hall in interest to bridge my past in the USA with my current interests concerning 
art & healing. 

March 
• Oracle joins Eva De Groote, Eva Peeters and Kathleen Melis in a vocal retreat with Stevie Wishart and 

JJ the druid. 
April 
• Oracle on retreat at the studio of dance colleague Caroline D’Haese in Lede. 
• Attend vocal workshop: Natacha Muslera, Marseille 
May 
• Oracle in residency at Bains Connective  
• Oracle gives first children workshop in collaboration with Hectoliter, Chez Georges, and the 

Voorzienigheid School 
• Meet: choreographer Goele Van Dijck – leads to collaboration on De Singel Summer School Inclusion 

Dance workshop 
• Residency at Bains Connective – mapping my research; vocal practice; I have my first mentor 

session Rasa Alksnyte. 
June 
• Exhibit past work, Scar Stories, in the Re-commerce Exhibition organized by Bains Connective  
July 
• Intensive studio working period at Chez Georges 
August 
• Collaboration with choreographer Shila Anaraki – Lecture about Sad Music and Happy Dance 

concerning music and emotion – August till premiere in October. 
• Meeting:  dancer Nelle Hens concerning art and healing 
• Inclusive Dance at De Singel Summer School – workshop collaboration with choreographer Goele 

Van Dijck 
September 
• Due to a turn in my health and to devote more time to the crying research, I reduce my teaching 

workload at Koninklijk Conservatorium Antwerpen.  Dropping all theoretical courses and keeping only 
the practical courses to stay connected with the body. 

• Collaboration with choreographer Shila Anaraki – Lecture about Sad Music and Happy Dance 
• Oracle Lab for the Intro Week, Koninklijk Conservatorium Antwerpen 
• Attend:  Cifas – urban intervention workshops  
• Meet: A walk with Julien Bruneau – rituals and art; and my search for a professional mourner 
• Meet:  Lilia Mestre, a.pass – This would lead to sharing my body-breath-voice practice at a.pass in 

2018; and to meet artist Leo Kay. 
• Hosting Oracle to activate my home – Monthly from September to December 
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October 
• Lecture about Sad Music and Happy Dance premiere at STUK – collaboration with choreographer 

Shila Anaraki 
• Meet:  performance maker and writer, Myriam Van Imschoot concerning her vocal work and my 

search for a professional mourner.  This would lead me to Jean-René Toussaint – Stemwerk, 
Rotterdam. 

• Mentor session with Rasa Alksnyte 
• Meet:  performance artist Leo Kay concerning grief, loss, and performance. 
• Meet:  choreographer/dancer Peter Savel in his particular frequencies-body-voice healing practice. 
• Meet:  sound artist Patricia Domingues – voice practice mimicking park sounds 
• Participate in Ont-Moet, performative meeting by Nelle Hens  
• Host Julien Bruneau’s practice Phreatique in my home 
• Meet:  Caroline Logiou – her experience in an Ayurvedic treatment in India 
• Meet: Julie Rodeyns & Wouter Bouchez – art and healing; In/Finity kunstenwerkplaats 
November 
• Residency in Lede 
• Oracle has a busy month: working on the contribution for Nadine’s WAB publication; inviting Natacha 

Muslera and Johanna Peine to give vocal workshops; Oracle gives a children’s workshop in the 
frame of Europalia exhibition Ancestors at Bozar. 

December 
• Oracle – continue working on the contribution for Nadine’s WAB publication; performative installation 

in the frame of Brulesk Respiro by artist Shelbatra Jashari 
• Private voice session with Jean-Rene Toussaint – Stemwerk, Rotterdam 
• Intensive studio working period at Chez Georges 
• Meet:  A walk with performance artist, Shelbatra Jashari – art, healing, Buddhism and my search for 

a professional mourner.   
 
 
Sources 
 
Between Art and Anthropology: Contemporary Ethnographic Practice.  Edited by Arnd Schneider and 
Christopher Wright 

Enders, Giulia.  Gut. 

From China to Taiwan: De pioniers van de abstractie.  Exhibition. Musee d’Ixelles 

Halpern, Dr. Marc.  Ayurvedic Treatment of Cancer.  http://www.ayurvedacollege.com/articles 

Harner, Michael.  The Way of the Shaman  

De Helende Kracht van Kunst Colloquium. Lectures and workshops. 20/6/17.  

Helland, Michael. Recess.  A pop-up urban sanctuary, Zsenne, Brussels.  

Hiroshige, Junko. Vocal recording. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xt_Q2iOric 

Kodama, Emi. It begins at the tip of your pencil. Performance, Topaz, Brussels. 

Lad, Vasant. The Ayurvedic Institute. https://www.ayurveda.com/seminars/online-webinars  

The Moth.  All These Wonders:  True Stories About Facing the Unknown. Edited by Catherine Burns 

Murakami, Haruki.  Kafka on the Shore 

Our Daily Death programmation at Kaaitheater. Lectures and performances. 
Raes, Barbara. “Beyond the Spoken Word.” Lecture, 25/10/17. 
Quartier, Thomas. “Performing Death.” Lecture, 27/10/17. 
Stijn, Robert. “Walk into Nothingness.” Performance, 26/10/17. 
Kempynck, Valentine. “Banksje.” Lecture, 25/10/17. 

Pitchford, Paul.  Healing with Whole Foods:  Asian Traditions and Modern Nutrition 

Raes, Barabara.  Cafuné 
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Rinpoche, Sogyal.  The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying 

Rodorowsky, Alejandro.  Psychomagic:  The transformative Power of Shamanic Psychotherapy 

Roiphe, Katie.  The Violet hour 

Rudaali.  Film directed by Kalpana Lajmi 

Ryan, Mark and John Matthews.  Wildwood Tarot 

Sadaharu Horio – exhibition catalogue 

Sarah Sze – exhibition catalogue 

Schechner, Richard. “Theatre, Performance, and Ritual.” Lecture, Kaaitheater, Brussels, 4/10/17. 

Schmidt, Mike. Breath Core. Workshop, De Helende Kracht van Kunst Colloquium. 

Solnit, Rebecca – A Field Guide to Getting Lost; The Faraway Nearby; Wanderlust; Hope in the Dark 

Songs for the Dead.  Podcast produced by Conor McKay 

Sontag, Susan.  Illness as Metaphor  

Sufi Night. Performance. Bozar. 21 October 2017. 

Tenko. Vocal recording. https://vimeo.com/10385114 

Voorouders en Rituelen.  Exhibition by Europalia at Bozar 

Woolf, Virginia.  On Being Ill  

Yankunytjatjara Woman’s Council Aboriginal Corporation.  Traditional Healers of Central Australia:  
Ngangkari – Ngaanyatjarra Pitjantjatjara  

 

Vocalities 

Korean Pansori / Inuit throat singing / Tibetan chant 

Professional Mourning 

Irish Keening / Indian Rudaali / Indian Oppari / Brazilian Carpideira 

Liu Jun-Lin, Taiwanese professional mourner  

 

Outcomes  
Various recordings, drawings and writings have come out of this process.  Unless noted, these can be 
viewed online at:  https://michelyang.wordpress.com/portfolio/crying-practice/  

• Crying practice recordings – available upon request 
• Crying practice drawings and left hand writings 
• Written reflections on terminality, illness and art – available upon request 
• Re-Commerce expo: Scar Stories cloth book 
• Lung cloth book, in process 
• Mapping of the research  
 
 
 
 


